
THE AUTHORITY AMPLIFIER TEMPLATE



PROMISE
“Great job downloading my new website cheat sheet - please check your inbox in 5-10 minutes for your copy…but be 
sure to watch this video right now so I can help you use this strategy to quickly start generating 2-10X more leads from 
your current website without hiring and expensive web designer…”

So many real estate agents today are spending too much time, money & energy generating leads that aren’t producing 
clients.

There is a better way. 

A way you get to spend more time on the things you enjoy. It means creating the freedom and lifestyle that attracted you 
to this business.

I'll be working with you toward the goal of attracting clients to you in a systematic, predictable fashion and being able to 
do so at will. 

If you are looking for a magic pill, you’ve come to the wrong place.  There are a lot of people who will sell it to you, I am
just not that person.



PROOF
Do you have a knot in your stomach because your traffic sources are too expensive or too unpredictable? 

Are headaches plaguing you because your too-expensive traffic isn’t producing any leads anyway? 

Do you have a deep ache in your shoulders because your conversion rates are nonexistent? 

These are scary thoughts. I know because there was a time I had them myself. I want to help you build a better life 
for yourself.

I am going to show you why a few select realtors are successful, while most realtors are struggling to survive.  I 
know the secrets of the successful agents because I became one myself, and now I help others achieve the same 
success.

And just so you know you’re in the right place. I want to underscore that this strategy reflects the EXACT STEPS 
that I use in running my real estate business, but also many of the world’s top Realtors use each and every day…in 
short, this is the stuff that works right now! Not 10-20 years ago. 



PROBLEM ONE
As you are aware, many real estate agents run their business like a hobby instead of a business. 
Creating a Real Estate business with consistent income & a constant flow of quality leads in a major 
problem for Realtors worldwide…According to a recent study 90% of all agents struggle to by each 
month. 5% do well. The remaining 5% are the top producers.  There are three main reasons agents 
struggle…1) Not having a clear focus on who their clients should be, 2) Missing the key elements to 
attract the right client, 3) Lacking the proper follow up to convert leads to sales.

One of the biggest mistakes you can make is going on appointments that aren’t qualified.  Your time is 
too valuable to be wasting on appointments that you have little or no chance of closing.

Everyone is not your customer, you can’t cater to everyone, You have to find your niche.  Rem: a jack of 
all trades is a master of none. Just because you can do something doesn’t mean you should. 



PROBLEM TWO

I'll be working with you toward the goal of attracting clients to you in a systematic fashion and 
being able to do so at will. We'll focus on getting them to come to you thru unique marketing 
with compelling offers. This way, won’t have to pay the extremely high costs of lead vendors 
and relying upon them for your leads, we'll focus on becoming self-reliant.



PROBLEM THREE
Converting the leads that come in from your marketing efforts can be troublesome.  When you 
finally get a lead you find out they are only tire kickers and aren’t ready to move forward. 

Your conversion rate needs to be high enough to justify your marketing expenses and your new 
leads new to be secure, so they don’t have one foot out the door when you meet with them.

The internet is crowded and noisy, people will gradually tune you out unless you standout from 
the rest. 

I am going to show you how to eliminate your competitors and become a market of 1.  Together 
we are going increase conversion rates, thru unique marketing and messaging.



STEPS: BIG PICTURE
If you are looking to take your business to the next level and enjoy consistent lead flow and closings 
you need a clear roadmap that guides you safely past the potholes, booby traps, and quicksand.



PHASE A OVERVIEW



STEP ONE



STEP TWO



STEP THREE



PHASE B OVERVIEW



STEP FOUR



STEP FIVE



STEP SIX



PHASE C OVERVIEW



STEP SEVEN



STEP EIGHT



STEP NINE



CONTEXT



THE CHOICE

This is truly your chance for a business breakthrough. 

Your ticket out of the constant scramble (aka: the hamster wheel) is to re-conceptualize what you’re 
doing. Bottom line, you need to re-engineer the way you’re getting leads and doing business… 

If you are not satisfied with where your business is or where it is going, you have 2 choices: 

1. You can continue what you’ve been doing up til now 
or 

2. You can act on this information, start implementing and change your life



ACTION
This program is for you if you're the kind of person who knows, deep down, that there has to be a better 
way to do this. 

So how do you get more information to finally steer your business, and your life, in the right direction? 

Apply for my FREE STRATEGY SESSION. 

It’s a 20 minute analysis of your business, your Goals, Marketing, lead generation, traffic, conversion and 
follow up systems. 

Then, if you’re accepted into program, I will show you how to fix the above so they stay fixed. 

There’s no risk, so fill out the application here. 

Other agents are making big changes and finally enjoying the fruits of their labors. 

Why not you?

https://tj102.infusionsoft.com/app/linkClick/151319/1ca90bbf7cb9aa9d/75954999/b80ce2a3c686e53f
https://tj102.infusionsoft.com/app/linkClick/151321/6c8847792d16f715/75954999/b80ce2a3c686e53f
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